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About Us
Alternative Heat Ltd was established in 2003 and 
has rapidly developed into one of the leading MCS 
registered suppliers and installers of Biomass heating 
systems throughout the UK and Ireland. We specialise 
in the design, supply, installation and operation of 
Biomass heating systems for commercial and industrial 
applications. Our team has an extensive range of 
experience in the Mechanical services industry, which 
has enabled us to develop systems to cater for the 
needs of the modern built environment. 

We have built strong partnerships with high quality 
Biomass boiler suppliers over the last 14 years and are 
the exclusive partners for the Herz range of Biomass 
boilers.

With an enviable portfolio of over 900 Biomass  systems 
installed and operating throughout the UK & Ireland we 
have obtained a wealth of experience within the sector, 
leaving Alternative Heat the perfect partner for all your 
Biomass needs.
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Wood is a renewable energy resource considered as 
carbon neutral because it gives off the same amount 
of CO2 as it absorbs while the tree was growing, 
an environmental advantage widely recognised by 
governing bodies.
Biomass systems have developed strongly over the 
years and Herz boilers come as standard with fully 
automated heat exchanger cleaning to enable them 
to maintain efficiencies in excess of 90%. 
With modern technology Biomass systems have 
developed to the point where they are now every 
bit as reliable as oil or gas equivalents and offer the 
benefits of a more secure, greener, cost effective 
heating solution. 
Biomass is the leading renewable fuel used 
throughout the UK and we provide turnkey solutions 
for both new and existing applications.

Biomass Solutions
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“With the reduction in CO2 emissions and heating costs alongside the 
benefit of the current government incentives there has never  

been a better time to embrace biomass.”
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Benefits of 
Biomass Boilers
Biomass has become widely recognised throughout the UK and Ireland as the Renewable Energy Solution of choice 
because it offers many advantages to the end user.
Heating with Biomass can lead to significant annual cost savings, particularly for users that have high heat usage 
requirements. The cost of heat generated by wood chips or wood pellets is significantly lower than the cost of heat 
generated by oil, gas, or electricity: with increasing world demand for fossil fuels, it is likely that this gap will 
increase further, even after accounting for possible price increases on wood fuel. 

Biomass solutions offer the following key benefits:•Reduce greenhouse gas emissions

 z Recover degraded agricultural lands and forests

 z Generate local employment through fuel supply contracts

 z Reduced heating costs

 z Security with locally sourced fuel supply,  
less volatile than oil or gas

 z High efficiency – In excess of 90%

 z Avail of government incentive schemes
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Reliability, 
Expertise & Quality
At Alternative Heat we are specialists in the design, supply, installation and operation of 
Biomass heating systems and we offer a wide range of solutions including Energy Supply 
contracts to our clients throughout Ireland and the UK. 
The unrivalled experience within our team can be witnessed throughout the enviable 
portfolio of high quality solutions we have provided. 
Through our dedicated and focused team we are continually researching and developing to 
ensure we maintain at the forefront of a vibrant and exciting renewable industry. 
Alternative Heat bring many benefits to our clients and we have detailed just a few of 
these below:

 z 14 years of unrivalled experience in Biomass

 z Installation Portfolio of 900 Boilers

 z Award winning designs and innovations

 z 3D Drawings and visuals in-line with BIM standard 

 z Provide turnkey Biomass & ESCO solutions

 z ISO 9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS 18001 accredited

 z Offer free energy audits 

 z First company to be evaluated under the MCS biomass criteria by BRE 

 z All products are MCS Registered

“The sheer volume of long term partnerships and repeat ordering clients 
we have developed over the years is testament to the quality of service we 

provide and the willingness within our team to go the extra mile.”
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Some of our Scottish Projects include:

 z Glenrothes Institute for Sport

 z Atlantis Leisure Centre

 z Torridon Hotel

 z Highland council - Installation for over 36No.     
schools throughout the Highlands and islands

 z Forestry Commission - Whitegates & Aberfoyle

 z Barwhillanty Estate

 z Carirngorms HQ

 z Puffin Hydro Pool

 z Port Glasgow Shared Campus

 z Lochgelly High School

 z Linthaugh House

 z Fife Council offices, Bankhead

 z Aviemore High School

Case Study - Scottish Projects

Alternative Heat have developed a strong installation base in Scotland and have installed hundreds of Biomass systems 
throughout Scotland over the years.

We recognise the importance of providing post installation service for our clients and we provide a full range of service 
and maintenance contracts which are managed through our Inverness office for the Scottish installs.

Alternative Heat Scottish Biomass Installs
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Case Study - Dun Laoghaire Library

The new Cultural Centre in Dublin consists of a performance 
space with seating for 100 people, an art gallery, education 
workshop space and cafe. The library includes a public 
“living room”overlooking the park, with space for internet use, 
newspapers and magazines as well as a resource for community 
information and a dedicated suite of rooms for young people. 

Alternative Heat were responsible for the design, supply, 
installation and operation of the new 800kW wood chip Biomass 
system which was designed with an underground fuel store for 
ease of fuel deliveries.

 z Location: Dun Laoghaire, Dublin
 z Client: John Sisks
 z Value: £895,000
 z Date of Installation: March 2013
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Case Study - Ulster Hospital

The Ulster Hospital is the major acute hospital for the Belfast 
Trust and delivers the full range of acute services. This latest 
phase, which is expected to cost in the region of £190million, 
will provide new ward accommodation, accident & emergency 
department, imaging department, mortuary, coronary care 
unit, pharmacy, a new entrance block and essential support 
functions.

Alternative Heat were responsible for the design, supply and 
installation of the new 600kW biomass system which shall 
carry the base load heat demand for the building.

 z Location: Dundonald, Belfast
 z Client: Ulster Hospital  
 z Value: £247,540
 z Date of Installation: June 2014
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Case Study - Lochgelly High School

Lochgelly High School and leisure centre is located approx.  
15 minutes from Bankhead Central, Fife councils head office.

Alternative Heat were appointed to design, supply, install and operate 
a new heating system consisting of 500kW Biomass boiler c/w wood 
chip store and delivery system to cover the base load heat demand 
for the site alongside a new 1,000 gas fired system to replace the 
existing gas boilers. We were also responsible for full upgrade of the 
complete BMS system throughout the school and leisure centre to 
enable the council to optimise the use of their heat to ensure maximum 
efficiency’s are maintained.

 z Location: Lochgelly, Fife
 z Client: Fife Council Property Services
 z Value: £895,500
 z Date of Installation: December 2014
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Case Study - Bankhead Central

Bankhead Central is a new addition to Fife Council’s property 
portfolio, providing office accommodation and a range of depot 
facilities for central Fife. Alternative Heat were appointed to 
design, supply, install and operate a new 1,000kW Biomass 
system complete with wood chip fuel store and delivery system 
to cover the base load heat demand for the site.

A 120m3/hour wood chip vertical loading system was installed 
to ensure the council can avail of tipped fuel delivery’s from 
a range of suppliers with minimal impact on the day to day 
operation of the busy site.

 z Location: Bankhead Park, Glenrothes
 z Client: Fife Council Property Services
 z Value: £765,000
 z Date of Installation: November 2014
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Awards
- Winner of the 2012 Action Renewables Award for “Best Community Project”

- Winner of the 2012 Beyond Business Awards for “Best Export Company”

- Winner of The Energy Show 2013 Product of The Show Award for “Best Renewable 
Product” for our Biomass Energy Cabin

- Winner of the 2013 Beyond Business Awards for “Best Export Company”

- Winner of the 2013 Beyond Business Awards for “Innovative Award” for our Biomass 
Energy Cabin

- Winner of the 2013 Action Renewables Award for “Best Renewable Export Company”

- Winner of the 2014 Action Renewables Award for “Most Innovative Renewable Installation”

- Winner of the 2016 Energy Efficiency Award for “RHI Installer of the Year”

Head Office
11 Burrenreagh Road
Castlewellan. Co.Down
BT31 9HH
Telephone: 028 437 70700

Inverness Office
36G Shore Street

Inverness
IV1 1NF

Telephone: 01463 649 129

Glasgow Office
Unit 6, Glasgow Airlink Industrial

Inchinnab Road, Paisley
Glasgow, PA3 2AY

Telephone: 028 437 70700


